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In April 2011, 123ICT organised the broadband connection at William Fletcher Primary School to be switched from OCN 

to EXA-Networks and they became the first county primary school in Oxfordshire not to renew their OCN broadband 

contract. The reason behind their decision was simple: faster broadband for less money and for the last 18 months 

123ICT have been helping many other local primary schools follow their lead. 

123ICT have worked closely with OCN on this broadband transition and the local authority has now confirmed that all 

schools in Oxfordshire will need to make their own broadband provision by 1
st

 December 2013. 123ICT would welcome 

the opportunity to project manage your schools’ broadband transition and we offer a free site survey with no 

obligation. Our check list is as follows: 

o What broadband speeds are available to your school via your phone line and how much will this cost? We 

will ask EXA-Networks to check and we will provide you with a quote. We recommend that you go for the 

fastest speed available to you.  

 

o Have you got a telephone line available? In some cases it is possible to use an existing line but in the vast 

majority of cases we recommend that a new PSTN line is ordered from BT and this can take between 3 to 6 

weeks. EXA-Networks order the BT Line for you and we oversee the installation. 

 

o Do you want to arrange a trial? A two month trial with EXA is approximately £300 and we can order this for 

you. Alternatively, we can put you in touch with a school that has already switched over. 

 

o Do you realise the potential effect on accessing SIMS / SAP? Once you are no longer on the OCN you will 

access SIMS/SAP via MYSCHOOL which needs to be ordered via the OCN. However, training is included in our 

handover and we will ensure that you are completely happy as we realise the implications to your school. We 

recommend you place your order for MYSCHOOL as soon as possible. 

 

o What date would be convenient for installation? Between now and December 2013 it is important that you 

plan your switch over carefully. The ordering and installation process from EXA and BT takes at least 6 weeks. 

Once the BT line is installed, it takes five working days to activate the EXA broadband and a day for us to switch 

you over. There may be some disruption at this time so we recommend you aim for a quiet time of year (!) 

Why choose 123ICT to manage your broadband transition? 

Several other ICT support companies are also now installing EXA Broadband in Oxfordshire primary schools but none 

have the same experience as 123ICT. Not only have we done considerably more installations, but we also are the only 

company that can provide local case-studies and a comprehensive Service Level Agreement (SLA) which clearly outlines 

the responsibilities and costs involved to your school. Our company ethos is based on integrity and 123ICT broadband 

estimates always include the complete costs from start to finish. Finally, 123ICT only support Oxfordshire primary 

schools so we can guarantee that we are never far away in an emergency. 

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions relating to broadband or any aspect of your ICT Support as we 

are always happy to offer impartial advice. 

Nick Langley 

(Director) 
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FAQs: 

Do we need we need to let OCN know that we are switching our broadband provider? You will need to give 40 days 

notice to the OCN via an email to ict.servicedesk@oxfordshire.gov.uk and we recommend you do this once you have 

started to use your EXA broadband connection. You may also want to speak to your governing body to inform them of 

your decision. 

What improvement of internet speed can we expect? It depends on your local exchange and the distance of your 

school from it. The vast majority of schools will benefit from significantly faster broadband. 

We currently have a synchronous connection - isn’t an ADSL connection a backwards step? Your current DSL 

connection provides 2mbps upload and download speeds. Your new ADSL connection will have different upload and 

download speeds. The download speed will be probably be significantly faster and as browsing the internet is the main 

use in primary schools this is probably your main consideration. 

Will the EXA connection be secure? Connections are un-contended and dedicated to your school. It is not a shared line 

and you receive the full bandwidth as purchased. Access to your connection is prohibited from any other source unless 

authorised by the school. Your OCN connection is only un-contended back to the authority; it is not un-contended to the 

Internet.  Your internet connection is no more secure through the authority than it is through EXA-Networks. 

How does the Web filtering software compare with Netsweeper?  SurfProtect® is included in your EXA broadband 

connection at no extra cost. You have a username and password and it is a simple process to control your web filtering 

via your account. Staff can instantly block or unblock sites (e.g. YouTube) with ease. 

How does the cost compare with OCN? The bigger your school - the bigger the saving. Your current cost for OCN 

broadband, including web filtering is £1000 pa plus £9.19 per pupil. For example, William Fletcher Primary School now 

have a 4mbps broadband and save over a £1000 pa.  

Can we get a refund on from the OCN if we change over? Yes … when your OCN connection ends, OCC will refund the 

balance of the remainder of your current broadband contract. 

Are there any other costs that we should budget for? The only cost not included in our estimates, is the cost of 

connecting to SIMS / SAP via MYSCHOOL.  

Do we need three broadband quotes? Possibly ... if you do then we will approach RM on your behalf and obtain a third 

quote for you. 

Can we sign up for more than one year? This is possible but we strongly advise you take out a yearly contract. This 

gives you the flexibility of changing provider if necessary and you are not tied in if prices fall.  

Why chose EXA-Networks rather than RM?  EXA-Networks specialise in education broadband and we feel this gives 

them the advantage. 123ICT have worked with EXA since 2011 and we are their preferred reseller in Oxfordshire. We 

can also vouch for their web filtering, help desk and reliability of internet connection. 

Is our broadband contract with 123ICT or EXA-Networks? Your contract is with 123ICT and we will invoice you directly 

on an annual basis. We will provide your school with a comprehensive SLA and an example of this can be provided upon 

request. 

mailto:ict.servicedesk@oxfordshire.gov.uk
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EXA-Networks Price List (July 2012) 

Product Description Setup Annual Cost * 

ADSL  Broadband 

including filtering 

BusinessBand 2Mbps £55 £1200 

BusinessBand Quatro 4Mbps £55 £1700 

BusinessBand 6Mpbs £55 £1875 

ADSL 2+  Broadband 

including filtering 

BusinessBand Pro 10Mbps £55 £2070 

BusinessBand 15Mbps £55 £2260 

BusinessBand Corporate 20Mbps £55 £2450 

Fibre to the Cabinet 

Broadband 

including filtering 

FTTC 30Mbps £100 £2750 

FTTC 40Mbps £100 £3050 

FTTC 78Mbps £100 £3650 

 

* Prices shown are ex-VAT and schools with a support contract with 123ICT benefit from 10% off these prices 

Notes 

The broadband product available to your school depends on your local exchange. Typically, schools in towns and cities 

have a greater chance that faster broadband speeds will be available to them. 

You can upgrade your EXA broadband during the year if faster speeds become available in your area.  

123ICT consultants are happy to explain the difference between the products listed above and full details can be found 

via www.EXA-networks.co.uk.  

As the preferred reseller of EXA broadband in Oxfordshire please feel free to pass on this information to other 

Oxfordshire primary schools.  

http://www.exa-networks.co.uk/

